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freedom as possihle and to let them realize that neither
defiance nor stilMness is taken seriously. Surely when
a balked child finds he can gain power over his elders by
defiance or sulkiness, he will do so.
As in every case, more free work and plenty of occupation
that will use up his energy and rouse his interest are the
safest cures. Nearly always defiance is caused by over-
organizing and interference.
The Contm-suggestant
This type is another example of the maladjusted child,
He feels an outcast from his fellows and yet wants to be
of value in his community. As he cannot find scope in
the ordinary occupations, pleasing to most, he rejects
them and says 'No' when others say 'Yes', never agrees
to a suggestion for activity and generally opposes the
majority. He is in a sense extremely suggestible, for the
others have only to say it would be jolly to act Macbeth
for him to feel and assert that Macbeth is a totally unsuit-
able play. His class tends to spoil him, for he is generally
a boy brimming over with energy and ideas that have not
found approved outlets ; hence he is given what he wants
by them—the power of leadership. Constantly one notices
that he chooses his friends from people he can dominate—
perhaps a case of the patient knowing his own best remedy,
for he does not have to assert himself with such friends
and he may in the happier atmosphere grow out of the
habit of contradiction. But unless his fault is explained
to him and his intellectual training goes on the lines of
finding what seems good and possible in a proposal rather
fh^n at once opposing it; in other words, unless he is
helped to defer opposition until Jie is intellectually con-
vinced that he has good cause, he ^iH lose much as he grows
older, for he will assume the government is always wrong,
the majority's praise a reason for dissatMactioa and so
on. After all, the government is occasionally right and

